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Tips for Selecting Great Engineers in the Hiring Process 

So… you need to hire some Engineers? Maybe Engineering Leaders or Technical Professionals? Other than 
pedigree, employment history, presence, communication style etc, how do you know which one will be the 
right one for your company? Contrary to the belief of many “non-engineers”, all engineers are not created 
equal. 

 

Some of the techniques that I have used in my career is to ask questions to gain an understanding of their  
level of common sense and when good enough is good enough. Engineers are generally very smart and detail 
oriented, they strive for perfection. These are great qualities to have when life or death considerations are  
involved, however, many applications in business and industry don’t require the highest levels of analysis.  
Good engineers will know when to apply additional margins of safety, put their pencils down and balance 
their efforts with consideration for the economics of the application. 

 

For entry level engineers and those fresh out of school, I used to ask a simple question in the interview  
process. “What are the dimensions of this room”? The expression on their face and the next 30 seconds  
of how they came up with their answer spoke volumes to me of how they would approach the design of  
aircraft. Would they get “analysis paralysis” or would they evaluate the situation and determine the best  
path forward. Their actual answer to me was not important, their reaction to the question was. Did they  
estimate the length, width and height?  Did they quickly count ceiling tiles and multiply? Or did they look  
back with a worried look and not know what to do or say next because they didn’t have a computer or tools  
to help them figure it out? You won’t be surprised to hear the ones that counted the number of ceiling tiles  
(L & W), judged height relatively and computed quickly in their heads turned out to be the real keepers. 

 

This is obviously a basic example of an interview question. However, over the years of working with and  
hiring engineers and technical professionals, I have learned how to judge talent. Who is capable. Who has  
solid judgement and capabilities. If you would like additional information on my recruiting practice, or need 
help with your search effort, please feel free to contact me with the information at the end of this newsletter.   
For general information, please follow the link below. 

 

Link to Engineering Practice Area: http://pin-pointsolutions.com/functional-practice-area-engineering/ 

For more information on Westport Intl. EVP, CLICK HERE.   

  

http://pin-pointsolutions.com/functional-practice-area-engineering/
http://westportintl.com/elevate-companies-capabilities-evp/
http://westportintl.com/elevate-companies-capabilities-evp/
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Current Highlighted Searches  

• Cooling Engineer– TN  

• Engineers (3)  - TN 

• Quality Engineer– NC 

• Product Development Engineer– MD  

• Design Engineer II– CT  

•  Senior Engineering Manager– Maint. & Facilities– IA  

• Process Engineering Manager– IA  

• Process Engineer - SC 

• Mfg Engineering Manager– OH  

• Director of Engineering– GA  

• Division Engineering Leader– CA  

• Product Application Engineer– MI  

• Application Engineer– OH  

• Product Engineer– IN  

• Controls Engineer (5)- SC  

• Design Engineer (2) – TN 

Leadership: Dan O’Connor 

Dan O’Connor is an Industry Professional with over 30 years of experience  
in Engineering, Engineering Management, Operations Management,  
Program Management and Business Development. He has supported both 
large and small companies from Multi-Billion dollar OEM’s to smaller  
privately held companies.   
 
Dan’s career has focused on new product development and production  
support for OEM’s and tier I manufacturer’s. This broad experience has 
moved him around the U.S. and exposed him to many companies and  
professionals which enabled development of a comprehensive national  
network. Dan leverages this network, along with his background and  
experience to provide Clients with the best possible fit in their staffing 
needs. 
 
With his position serving on an advisory board to the state of South  
Carolina, Dan stays in touch with evolving trends in industry as he  
supports the growth of new and existing companies in the state. 

Dan O’ Connor 
Practice Area Director 
O: 864-672-9742 

dan@pin-pointsolutions.com 

http://pin-pointsolutions.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/doconnoraerospace

